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Cal-S spikes yield
response in lucerne - pg 2
Top-shelf garlic, onions &
spuds - pg 2

Biological Farming Approach –
on a Large Scale.

Keep a close eye on the
changing season - pg 3
Oats & brassicas - Increasing
weight gains - pg 4

“We’re more comfortable farming this
way. Our soil is our biggest asset and
soil health in agriculture has declined, so
we’re working with nature as much as
we can to turn it around.”

More meat with magnesium - pg 4
Rockhampton rhodes grass
hay responds - pg 6

You don’t often see cotton and chooks
on the same property but Geoff and
Sharon Brown, along with sons Jeremy
and Daniel, are leading the way in a
more biological approach to farming on
the Liverpool Plains.

Extra Magnesium - SWEET

High Magnesium Production
Supplement For Grazing Oats & Rye
Stock grazing lush pastures, rye grass,
oats and winter cereals
Stock scouring on green feed
High stress periods to assist meat quality
Pre-calving/lambing and weaning
Stock grazing grass tetany prone pastures
Stock running on low calcium and
magnesium soils

Their 800 hectare farming enterprise
is complemented by 250 hectares of
irrigation and 38,000 hens run as a
free-range egg operation. The cropping
country rotates between cotton,
sorghum, wheat, barley and chickpeas.
It was inspiring to talk to Geoff and
captivating when he leads with this
statement; “I take farming seriously and
believe we are responsible to feed our
fellow man. If you only farm for $$ then
at what cost? A cost to your health or a
cost to the health of the country?”
Geoff lost his father to chemical
poisoning in 1986, hence prompting
their family to ask questions and lead to
a more biological approach to farming.
Geoff is adamant that the livestock in the
dirt are the most important component
of his soil.
Geoff explained, “The soil microbes
increase nutrient availability for the plant.
Our focus is to cut back on our chemical
use and when we have to use something
that is detrimental to soil health, we
apply things like humic or fulvic acid
and products like NatraMin to offset the
impact on the ‘good guys’ in the soil.”
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When asked why NatraMin is part of
the program, Geoff explains, “We’ve
used NatraMin Cal-S for over 5 years
as it delivers a wide variety of base
minerals that we were looking for. The
Cal-S suits our black soils and calcium
is a key focus in our farming system for
yield. Rather than increasing nitrogen
we utilise more calcium for yield and in
the process, we achieve a healthier crop,
maybe not as ‘showy’, but with less
pests and disease.”
“We’re growing good crops with cotton,
yielding up to 15.4 bales/ha and healthy
crops with no insect pressure and not
having to spray. Nature doesn’t produce
sick plants, so when pest and disease
show up, we have to ask – what have we
done?”
The Brown’s egg operation also acts as
a resource through a supply of chicken
manure which is spread on the farming
country, inoculated and incorporated at
the same time NatraMin Cal-S is applied
prior to planting.
At AgSolutions we have the privilege
of dealing with a wide range of farming
systems. NatraMin products are a
source of minerals and trace minerals
for some farmers, a gypsum alternative
for others, a soil conditioner, a product
with trace minerals and silica or a soil
input that also delivers a soil microbe
feed source for farming families like the
Browns who recognise the significance
of soil health and the livestock under our
feet.

agsolutions.com.au

Fast Facts
Farmer

Trevor & Narelle Petith

Industry

Lucerne & Beef

Region

Muswellbrook, NSW

Product

NatraMin Cal-S
MegaMin Extra Sulphur
MegaMin Extra Magnesium

Results

Increased yield
Improved water holding
capacity
Reduced external parasites
and scouring on winter crops

Trevor & Narelle Petith, near
Muswellbrook have worked with Pasture
Genetics to monitor the yield response
of L71 lucerne to its first application of
NatraMin Cal-S.
The lucerne trial had all blocks pre-treated
with Lime and Croplift 15 as a starter
blend and acted as the control treatment.
Two six hectare Lucerne blocks were then
compared with NatraMin Cal-S (@ 160kg/
ha) verse Chook manure @ 11.6T/ha.
According to Pasture Genetics and Trevor,
the NatraMin block yielded an extra 6.8
tonnes. This equated to an additional 1T
of forage cut/ha and an expected flow on
benefit for future cuts.
AgSolutions’ Philip Stacy, manure and
NatraMin are commonly used together
in forage programs and work very
well. However, in this trial it showed
that Nitrogen and Phosphorus were not

Top-Shelf
Garlic,
Spuds &
Onions

limiting nutrients due to the application of
Crop Lift 15.
The yield response appears to link to the
other minerals, soil structure and water
holding capacity benefits that NatraMin
delivers.
According to Trevor, “We visually saw a
response to the NatraMin Cal-S in the
colour and growth of the lucerne and will
definitely continue to use the Cal-S”.
Trevor runs 400+ breeders and high
production forages under an irrigated
operation growing lucerne, oats and rye.
Weaners run on forage to maximise daily
gains while hay is a key component of
their business and is quoted as ‘saving
them during the drought’. Rye grass
silage is made when growth exceeds
weaner requirements and lucerne blocks
are oversown with oats for Winter.

Twenty years is long enough to
know a product works, and that is
the opinion of Wondai grower Justin
Schultz, whose father commenced
using NatraMin more than two
decades ago.

Justin explains, “NatraMin is applied
every year to our ground prior to
planting @ 1 tonne per hectare. With
garlic, potatoes and onions we’re
growing big yields and use a higher rate of NatraMin to get our
soil right and replace what goes out the front gate. Since using
NatraMin we have achieved a longer shelf life of our crops, which
is financially significant when selling perishable produce.”
“Silica is one of the key minerals in NatraMin, renowned for its
positive impact on cell membrane strength which equates to shelf
life and natural resistance to pests and disease.”
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Cal-S Spikes Yield
Response in Lucerne
Trevor is also familiar with AgSolutions’
MegaMin supplement range. Trevor
said, “We always fed minerals and were
chasing a Sulphur supplement. I came
across the MegaMin Extra Sulphur that
delivered Sulphur and all the minerals
we were chasing. I like Sulphur in our
supplement program because it is
beneficial when grazing forage sorghum
and there are less external parasites
when the cattle are on it. MegaMin
Extra Sulphur remains in the paddock
for heifers and cows and calves for the
mineral side of things.”
Intake varies and is adjusted to suit the
season and forages or pastures being
grazed. MegaMin Extra Magnesium
Sweet is fed to stock grazing oats to cater
for scouring on the lush green feed and
maximise daily weight gain.

“The soil structural benefits were first experienced in our potatoes.
Soil no longer sticks to our spuds and our black soil potatoes look
like they are washed. In the paddock we have a longer window
to work our ground when it’s both wet or dry. The black soil is no
longer cloddy, and this saves time at planting. Certainly, a tried
and tested product spanning two generations. That’s confidence.”

Fast Facts
Farmer

Tim Freeman

Industry

Lucerne & Backgrounding

Region

Denman, NSW

Product

MegaMin Extra Magnesium
NatraMin Cal-S
Increased daily weight gains
Reduced clodding in soil
Improved soil structure

At Dalara Pastoral, Manager Tim
Freeman is kept busy finishing 1500
Angus and Wagyu infused weaners
while baling over 41,000 small squares
and 700 tonnes of silage and bulk
hay. Tim describes their operation as
intensive cropping on high value land
with high value water, hence efficiencies
and performance are required.
The fattening and hay operation is fed
weaners from two breeder properties
located on the Liverpool Plains and New
England region. Lucerne and forages are
grown on 410 hectares of irrigation and
there is a further 150 hectares of dryland
winter crop, hence both soil and livestock
nutrition are relevant.
Winter - Grazing Oats
“We knew we were wasting fresh grazed
oats scouring straight through our steers
and heifers. Our Agronomist, Kyle Ropa
from Farmers Warehouse, introduced
us to the MegaMin Extra Magnesium
production supplement. Our daily weight
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More Meat with Magnesium
gains went from 0.9kg/day to 1.5kg/day.
Our cattle hit the Magnesium lick hard
and we have to manage intake”.

Cal-S had been used for 5 years by
the previous owner on part of our red
clay cultivation. We had an obvious
comparison side by side.
Tim doesn’t mind if
This red clay at its best
consumption is a bit high
produce ‘beer can’
Our daily weight gains went would
Our
as daily gains on the oats
size clods and now this
peaked at 1.7kg/day
from 0.9kg/day to 1.5kg/
ground has become our
generating a significant
highest quality and yielding
day. Our cattle hit the
return on investment for
lucerne. NatraMin Cal-S is
Magnesium
lick
hard
and
we
around 15 cents/head/
broadcast at 500kg/ha in our
have to manage intake.
day.
5 year cycle across all of our
clay irrigation country.
- Tim Freeman
Summer - Grazing
Forage Sorghum
We need the soil conditioning
with the irrigation and cattle running
The next step was using MegaMin Extra
under pivots generating compaction.
Sulphur as a production lick for grazing
In the lucerne, the NatraMin generates
summer forages. Tim estimates 0.2good results with the additional source
0.3kg increased daily gains with cattle
of calcium and sulphur on top of the soil
chasing the lick on the forage.
structural benefits. Cal-S is applied prior
Soil Nutrition
to sowing lucerne.”
“Our Agronomist also introduced
Watch Tim’s full video story at
NatraMin into our farming program.
agsolutions.com.au
Seeing is believing and we had the

“

advantage to see where NatraMin

“

Results

Fast Facts
Farmer

Peter Dunn

Industry

Pasture/Hay

Region

Rockhampton, QLD

Product

NatraMin Cal-S

Results

34% increase in yield
Improved soil structure

First time NatraMin Cal-S user Peter
Dunn was quick to phone his Agronomist,
Ross Newman, with yield results of his
first two hay cuts since broadcasting
NatraMin Cal-S.
Peter grows Callide Rhodes hay, rye grass
and winter cereals under centre pivot
irrigation on the outskirts of Rockhampton.
Peter had been applying liquid gypsum as
part of his program to offset natural high
soil sodium levels. “Ross recommended
I give the NatraMin Cal-S a go due to his
success with other clients as the Cal-S
delivers a lot more than just the calcium
and sulphur in gypsum. At this time of
year, we’d normally cut around 7.5t/ha.
With the help of NatraMin Cal-S our last
two cuts have increased to 10t/ha. One
of these cuts was with 100% irrigation
and the second cut was all rainfall so we

Rockhampton Rhodes
Grass Hay Responds

were able to get a real comparison of the
results of Cal-S despite the rain. The result
of a 34% yield increase is a significant
outcome.”
Cal-S was broadcast @ 250kg/ha. Central
Qld Agronomist, Ross Newman said,
“Most of my irrigated pasture clients are
using Cal-S in their programs. We see a
lot of soil types with high sodium levels
and it is the soil structure impacts caused
by sodium that limit yield. NatraMin Cal-S
works for my clients chasing production.
We’re also using Cal-S under Leucaena
and Progardes establishment programs.”
Peter concludes, “We generally get four
good cuts a year to produce quality hay for
our clients. With these yield improvements
I’ll continue to use it as a soil amendment
to combat soil sodium.”

NatraMin For High Speed Sport
Not only is NatraMin the best mineral soil conditioner for forages and farming, it also wins
on the sporting field – here’s a few examples:

Warwick Polocrosse Fields

Gary Zerner - Business Development
& Nutrition Manager
All other states, Western QLD and NSW
p 0427 671 399
Glen Duckworth - Field Advisor
Bundaberg through to Brisbane, west to Monto
and South Burnett
p 0427 825 167
Paul Pritchard - Field Advisor
Beaudesert / Lockyer areas, west to Chinchilla,
Dalby and Goondiwindi and south to
Tenterfield and Deepwater
p 0448 878 044
Danielle Hogarth - Field Advisor
Central QLD / Fitzroy Region from Gladstone to
Mackay, including Rockhampton and west to
Clermont, Emerald, Springsure and Jericho
p 0417 223 844
Philip Stacy - Field Advisor
Guyra, Warialda, Gunnedah, Scone and
Gloucester through to Walcha
p 0439 794 077
Roger Newman - Field Advisor
Mid and north coast of NSW, south to Taree
and west to Glen Innes
p 0428 448 005

Scone Rugby Fields
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